
Foreword

Hello friends of historical rallying,

Welcome to our monthly news from the world of historical rallying and from RREvents, the     
organizers of Coppa d́Europa and Coppa d́Europa GT.

ENTRIES

Since 1 January 2024, as announced in the regulations, we have listed our current entries for the 
18th Coppa d'Europa on our website (www.coppa-europa.org; www.coppa-europa-gt.org).
Updates will be made by us on an ongoing basis from now on. 

LAST ENTRY DEADLINE

Our last entry deadline is on Thursday, 01 February 2014 at 12:00 h. Please remember, if you still 
want to participate, that we have already exceeded our entry number for this Coppa by more than 
10% of the previous year (which makes us very happy!), and we are very close to our limit......

HOTELS

In our many years of experience in modern and historic rallying, we have realised that it is much 
nicer for the participants and helpers, as well as for us, if everyone is accommodated in a hotel. 
Our hotels always have at least 4 stars.

AsAs it can get late in the evenings at the event, after the extensive buffets and possibly the              
obligatory bar visits, we do not want our participants to have to look for the hotel they have 
booked themselves, possibly far away "behind the 7 mountains", if we, like many organisers, 
hand out a hotel list for participants to book themselves.

Not to mention the one or other well-deserved glass of wine or beer that you have to do without 
because of the journey to these hotels and the inevitably interrupted conversations with friends....

SAFETY

As vehicle thefts and break-ins have occurred not only at our events, but also at a large number 
of other rallies, we have had surveillance at the overnight accommodation for several years.

For security reasons, we ask all participants to park their vehicles ONLY in our guarded car parks. 
Past experience has shown that even leaving a vehicle outside these areas for a short time can be 
exploited by thieves in a flash!

PRIZES & TROPHIES

It has become a long-standing tradition for us to 
reward our successful teams with an appropriately 
large number of prizes and trophies. 
InIn addition to the prizes in our 4 classes (Coppa 
Super, CoppaSport, CoppaTouring, CoppaGT), 
where we award trophies to a good third of the      
participants (2 trophies per team):
CoppaSuper up to 6th place,
CoppaSport up to 16th place,
CoppaTouring up to 8th place,
CoppaGT up to 7th place,CoppaGT up to 7th place,
the best "mixed teams" in our 4 classes will also 
receive trophies, 
a prize for the first entry that reaches us,
and for the team which in our opinion deserves the 
"Spirit of the Event" prize.
ForFor all class winners there will be winners' wreaths 
and magnum bottles of the finest sparkling wine.
The overall winners (winners of the CoppaSuper 
class) will receive our giant challenge cup.

CAR TRANSPORT FROM FINISH LOCATION  BAD GÖGGING

Tinga car transport company can arrange the transport of your 
rally car from finish location Bad Gögging. You can also have a 
private car transported to Bad Gögging or you can organize your 
own personal trip home.
PleasePlease contact Jan Tinga yourself for tranport routes and        
directions, etc. at Tel. 00-31-654-772251 or via tinga@box.nl.


